The *Singapore Master Tax Guide* is the most comprehensive tax reference book covering corporate, personal, and international aspects of Income Taxation and Goods and Services Tax, providing information to help its readers understand, apply, and comply with today's complex tax laws and changes.

This book aims to:

- serve as a “one-stop” comprehensive reference guide to taxation in Singapore
- provide accurate and reliable information on the Singapore tax regime, as well as examples, to enhance your understanding of the principles and fundamentals of the Singapore tax system
- assist you in meeting your tax compliance obligations, avoiding penalties, and reducing your tax risk exposure
- keep you up to date on the myriad of changes in tax legislation and effectively manage your business and tax affairs to profit from benefits while remaining completely compliant.

Now in its 42nd edition, the *Singapore Master Tax Guide* is the leading publication in the Singapore tax arena relied on by tax professionals, accountants, consultants, professors, and students alike as the go-to reference for Singapore tax legislation, rules, and practice. It is concise, easy-to-use, and comprehensive, with illustrative examples.

**What’s New**

- New authors with a unique blend of academic rigour and practical expertise
- Recent developments leading up to the Singapore Budget 2023
- Advance rulings from the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore.
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